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counter-strike global offensive is a multiplayer first-person shooter game available in the market. the game is set in a world
where the players are fighting against the other players who are in a rival team. the game has a 3rd person view, and you can

be invisible, so you can hide yourself from your enemies. it also has several weapons to help you fight back. you can also
unlock new weapons as you progress. in addition to this, the game has a multiplayer mod where you can join a team and play

with other players who have the same level as you. every round has a time limit of 40 minutes. counter strike is a military
shooter video game developed by valve and published by valve corporation. released in 1999, it was the first in the counter-
strike series. the game features a team-based format where players assume the roles of counter-terrorists or counter-strike
and compete to deplete the enemy team before the counter-terrorists win the game. counter strike is a multi-player first-

person shooter video game that was developed by valve, released in 1999, and the first game in the counter-strike series. the
game is set in fictional locations in an alternate reality that is inspired by the real-world conflicts of the cold war, with the
game taking place in locations ranging from europe to south america. counter strike is often cited as a "cult classic" of the

early shooter genre, and is frequently cited as one of the best games of all time. counter strike originated as a modification for
the first-person shooter game quake, created by craig "s.t." varga and tom "raptor" denton as a "mod" ("modification" in the

video game industry). it was released in august 1999 and was well-received by the gaming press. the original version of
counter strike was a modification to quake, originally developed by craig "s. it was a team-based game in which two teams of
players, terrorists and counter-terrorists, faced each other on a map with a series of weapons, with the objective of depleting
the opposing team by killing their players. it was one of the first games to popularize the use of frag grenades. it also includes

a variety of game modes, such as deathmatch and hostage rescue.
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